
Chantal is the Founder of In It Together.

Chantal wanted to work with children, parents, and educators to spread the message that all 
emotions are valid and that having a special need or mental illness is not a barrier but a gift.  It 
is an opportunity for us to embody what authentic inclusion and acceptance looks like and what 
better way to do that than through our children. Chantal recognizes that it is not always easy 
and that sometimes we all need support because in the end we are all In It Together with one 
common goal of empowering children through acceptance and love.  

Chantal has always had a deep connection with children and felt a pull to empower children in 
their everyday lives. As an educator for more than 15 years, she seen first hand the challenges 
faced by children, parents, and fellow educators. She has also seen the profound successes of 
children who are given the guidance and opportunity to flourish in their environment.

With a B.A in Early Childhood Education, a diploma in Child and Youth Work and the proud 
recipient of CityKids Inclusion Award, Chantal is an avid advocate for children.  She has a 
passion for ensuring that children have a genuine sense of inclusion and a strong belief this 
begins with parents and educators. She has worked with hundreds of children with various needs 
and have always strived to ensure that each child has a true sense of belonging.  

Chantal is originally from Toronto, Canada but currently lives in Central America. In her spare 
time she loves to travel, hike, exercise, and try new things. 

Chantal with In It Together has established a collaboration with TR Consulting and the LRJ 
Foundation, May 2021 and is so excited make a positive impact.
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